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ABSTRACT: Feed efficiency is a major consideration in 
layer breeding. There is evidence for a QTL affecting body 
size and thus potentially feed intake at 78 Mb on chromo-
some 4 (www.animalgenome.org), which contains the can-
didate gene CCKAR. One SNP within and a SNP close to 
the CCKAR were investigated for association with Average 
Feed Consumption (AFC) from pedigree lines of brown 
(BL) and white (WL) egg-type laying chickens.  Genotypes 
were collected on sires and AFC on their daughters in two 
consecutive weeks. High genetic correlation between week1 
and week2 AFC (rG>0.87) were estimated.  Heritabilities of 
weekly WL ranged from 0.23 to 0.29.  In WL, the effects of 
CCKAR SNPs were highly significant for week1 and aver-
age AFC but only suggestively significant in week2.  Gen-
eration by genotype interaction was also significant 
(p>0.001).  For the BL the genotype effect was not signifi-
cant. 
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Introduction 
 

Feed efficiency is a major consideration in laying 
hen breeding programs.  Improving feed efficiency requires 
feed intake to be measured, which is expensive. Genomic 
selection for feed intake and efficiency would be feasible if 
heritability of the trait is considerable and identified geno-
types can accurately predict the trait (Wolc 2013). There is 
strong evidence for a QTL affecting body size and thus po-
tentially feed intake on chromosome 4 around 78Mb 
(www.animalgenome.org). The CCKAR satiety signal re-
ceptor gene on chromosome 4 has been implicated as a can-
didate gene in that region for explaining increased growth 
and body weight in chickens through mutations causing 
decreased expression of the receptor (Dunn 2013).  One 
SNP within and a SNP close to this gene, rs14491030, 
which was shown to have a large effect on multiple traits in 
other brown egg laying line and that is known to segregate 
in other layer populations, were investigated for association 
with AFC measurements. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 
Data was collected from pedigree lines of brown 

(BL) and white (WL) egg-type laying chickens across 15 

and 14 generations, respectively.  Genotypes were collected 
on sires and phenotypic data was collected on daughters of 
these sires.  Average Daily Feed Consumption (AFC) was 
measured in two consecutive weeks (week1 and week2).  
The average of week1 and week2 measurements was also 
analyzed.  Heritabilities and genetic correlations between 
AFC in the two weeks were estimated. One SNP (CCKAR-
0549) within the CCKAR gene and rs14491030 were inves-
tigated for association with week1, week2, and average 
AFC. 

 
Results 

 
Mean and SD for AFCWk1, AFCWk2, and 

AFCAvg for WL and BL are shown in Table 1.  Estimates 
of genetic parameters showed a high genetic correlation 
(0.95 ±0.01) between week1 and week2 AFC in the WL and 
a slightly lower genetic correlation in the BL (0.87 ±0.02).  
Estimates of heritabilities of AFC in the WL were moderate 
at 0.29 (±0.01) for week1 and 0.26 (±0.01) for week 2.  In 
the BL, heritability estimates were 0.23 (±0.02) for week1 
and 0.29 (±0.02) week2 AFC. 

 
In the WL, SNP (CCKAR-0549) genotype effects 

were shown to be significant for AFCWk1 (p<0.001), 
AFCWk2 (p>0.1), and AFCAvg (p>0.001).  The interaction 
of generation by genotype was significant (p>0.001) for all 
three traits. For the BL, neither genotype nor the interaction 
of generation by genotype were found to be significant for 
AFCWk1 (p=0.11), AFCWk2 (p=0.07), or AFCAvg 
(p=0.06). 

 
The SNP within the CCKAR (0549) gene showed 

directional change in frequency over generations (from 0.26 
to 0.92) in the WL but not in the BL (Figures 1 and 2). In 
the BL, GG genotype was rare in BL, whereas the AA geno-
type had a low frequency in the WL. 

 
The rs14491030 SNP, which was shown by Wolc 

et al. (2012) to be associated with egg weight and body size 
was fixed in the WL line and did not show an  association 
with feed intake in the BL (P=0.058). 
 

Conclusions 



Moderate heritabilities were estimated for feed consumption 
in brown and white egg layer birds, with a high genetic cor-
relation between feed consumption in two consecutive 
weeks. SNP rs14491030 was fixed in the WL and showed 
no significant association with feed consumption in the BL. 
A SNP in CCKAR gene showed significant changes in fre-

quency over generations and significant associations with 
feed consumption but the results were not consistent across 
generations. 
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Table 1.  Parameters of AFCWk1, AFCWk2, and AFCAvg, in two lines (WL and BL) 
 WL BL 

 
AFCWk1 AFCWk2 AFCAvg AFCWk1 AFCWk2 AFCAvg 

MEAN 99.382 85.854 92.455 173.349 155.768 159.902 
SD (phenotypic) 17.323 16.565 14.310 71.711 58.629 55.512 

	  

  
Figure 1. Changes of genotype frequencies for SNP CCKAR-0549 over generations in the WL line 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Changes of genotype frequencies of SNP rs14491030 over generations in the BL line 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Changes of genotype frequencies of SNP CCKAR-0549 over generations in the BL line 
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Figure 4.  LSMeans for AFCAvg by genotype at CCKAR-0549 in the WL line 
 
 

 
Figure 5.  LSMeans for AFCAvg by genotype at CCKAR-0549 in the BL line 
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